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 The main goals of this project were to investigate possible investment 
opportunities, logically weigh their respective risks and benefits, and make educated 
investment decisions.  A detailed understanding of the risks and opportunities for high 
return presented in each investment opportunity were obtained through extensive research 
and analysis.  This knowledge will aid in the future selection and execution of intelligent 
investments.   
 A 3-week, $100,000 simulated stock market investment was made.  This 
simulated investment tested the strategies researched, and helped in the understanding of 
the stock market in general.  This experience facilitated the identification and anticipation 
of market trends, and thusly influenced future investment decisions. 
 
1.2History of the Stock Market 
  A stock market is “a place where stocks, bonds, or other securities are bought and 
sold [1].”  A share of stock, informally referred to as “stock,” is a share in the ownership 
of a corporation.  Stocks entitle the owner to voting rights in major company decisions.  
Stocks can be bought and sold at a price determined by the financial success of the 
corporation and the overall demand for the corporation’s stock.  A bond is essentially a 
loan from the investor to an individual or organization, often the government, which 
promises to repay the debt with interest at a later date. 
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 The New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) was the first stock market to be 
established in the United States, tracing its roots back to 1792.  The NYSE is also the 
largest stock exchange in the world in terms of capital invested.    The combined 
capitalization of all companies listed in the NYSE as of May 2009 is $10.4 trillion [2]. 
Over 419 billion stocks are traded each year, at an average price of $24.87 per share [2].  
The financial well being of the United States is often judged by the performance of stocks 
in the New York Stock Exchange.   
 A stock market crash is a sudden decline in the average price of stock.  Panicked 
investors withdrawing their money, as well as underlying economic instability drive stock 
market crashes.  The great 1929 crash of the NYSE was a primary cause of the Great 
Depression, the worst economic crisis the United States has ever seen.  More recently, the 
NYSE crash of 2008 was caused primarily by securities on defaulted loansgiven to 
under-qualified individuals.  Many large banks and loan-issuing organizations collapsed 
because of these defaulted, “sub-prime” loans.  The crash of the NYSE affected the 
economies of many other countries as well, leading to the world financial crisis of 2008.  
 
1.3Pros and Cons of Financial Investment   Investing money into unpredictable, unstable, and uncontrollable facets can be 
extremely risky.  Like the lottery, the success of stock market trading is partly attributed 
to luck.  Many people have lost vast amounts of money through poor investment 
decisions that they’ve made.  Recently, investors with shares in loan-giving companies 
and American car manufacturers, which were previously a fairly stable investment, have 
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suffered severe losses due to the economic crisis.  Investors must understand and accept 
this risk as an intrinsic part of investing.   
There are, however, attractive benefits to successful financial investments.  With 
intelligent decisions, investing can yield significant capital gains, stability, and security.  
By analyzing the trends of the stock market, the companies one is invested in, and by 
followingan investment strategy, one can be successful in the stock market.  There has 
been much research into various ways of analyzing the stock market as a means of 
facilitating intelligent investment decisions.  These “intelligent decisions” are paramount 





 The most well-known investment opportunity is shares of stock in a company.  
The general public is not allowed to trade stock in the New York Stock Exchange; 
instead the public trades through stockbrokers.  Stockbrokers will buy or sell stock on 
behalf of an individual for a commission, and often distinguish themselves by the 
investment advice they give their customers.  The popularity of the Internet has facilitated 
websites offering a means for customers to trade stock for a minimal fee (usually around 
$10 per trade).  The Internet has also broadened the trading power of the stock exchange, 
allowing for millions of shares to be bought and sold each day.   
 Investment in stocks can be risky.  The return on investment (ROI) of stock can 
be hard to predict, as the price of stock is determined by the financial success of the 
company, the demand for that company’s stock by investors, and the overall confidence 
investors have in the market at a given moment.  Investment in the stock market depends 
as much upon factual, logical decisions as well as “gut-feeling” emotional ones.  For this 
reason, there are many stock market investment strategies that help investors make tough 
decisions.  Investors may choose to have their stock “portfolio” (the investor’s collection 
of stocks) managed by their stockbroker, thereby removing the burden and responsibility 
from the investor.  Many stockbrokers advertise a guaranteed yearly return percentage as 
an incentive to invest money with them.  The investor trusts their stockbroker to make 
successful investment decisions on their behalf, forfeiting a portion of the return as 
commission. 
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 Because of its relative unpredictability and therefore inherent possibility for huge 
returns, the stock market is one of the most popular investment decisions among private 
investors.  The stock market’s constant fluctuation empowers investors with a multitude 
of opportunities for substantial profits.  This possibility of high returns and the 
unpredictability of the market are enticing to excitable investors, however with wise 
decision-making, the stock market can be a stable, long-term investment opportunity as 
well.   
 
2.2 Bonds 
 Bonds are a loan, granted by the investor (“the holder”), to a corporation or 
individual (“the issuer”, usually the government).  The loan agreement includes a 
specified amount of time, after which the bond is said to “mature.”  A specified amount 
of interest is aggregated semi-annuallyduring the time before the bond matures, after 
which no further interest is accrued.  Once the bond has matured, the holder can cash the 
bond and regain the principle plus accrued interest.  The holder usually cannot “cash” the 
bond before the time it matures without facing a penalty, often resulting in an overall loss 
for the investor.   
 Due to their guaranteed ROI, bonds are stable assets in an investor’s portfolio.  
Investors may also choose to invest in “bond funds,” where a third party broker invests in 
the bonds of many companies.  The private investor takes a stake in the principle 
investments made by the broker, and receives a portion of the earnings along with their 
principle.  Bond funds can be a more profitable choice for private investors because a 
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brokerage can often negotiate the interest of a bond to a higher rate than would be 
available for a private investor.  Because of bonds’ stability, guaranteed ROI, and 
because they are unaffected by the stock market,bonds are popular as long-term 
investments, and during uncertain financial times.   
 
2.3Certificates of Deposit 
  Certificates of deposit (informally referred to as “CDs” or “CODs”) are 
investments made in banks or credit unions in the form of a long-term savings account.  
A COD works very much in the same way a bond does.  The investor loans a bank a 
principle amount, on which the bank pays interest.  Like a bond, the investor collects the 
principle and interest when the COD matures.   
 Certificates of deposit have traditionally been a virtually risk-free, guaranteed 
(they are insured by the FDIC), long-term investment opportunity.  CODs are, however, 
susceptible to interest-rate fluctuations (in variable-interest rate CODs), and inflation.  
Because many CODs are investments made over many years, the intrinsic value of the 
principle plus interest may not exceed the value of the principal upon maturation due to 
inflation and poor interest rates.  Despite this, most certificates of deposit are a secure, 






  Mutual Funds are an investment in a fund, managed by a fund manager, which is 
invested in many different small investments.  The fund manager trades these small 
investments regularly, generating a return for the fund principle.  The investors are paid a 
portion of this return.The value of a mutual fund is determined by it’s net asset value 
(NAV), or the combined worth of the fund’s holdings (the fund’s investment portfolio).  
 Mutual Funds are usually a medium-risk, medium-return investment.  Due to their 
professional management, mutual funds are an easy opportunity for inexperienced 
investors.  The most common type of mutual fund is an “equity fund” which is comprised 
entirely of stock investments.  Because of their dependence on the stock market, mutual 











3.1 Day Trading Day trading is the strategy of buying and trading a stock within the same day.  Day  trading  is  a  very  fast‐paced  investment  strategy,  relying  on  quick,  often emotional, decisions from the investor.  Day trading relies on the daily fluctuation of stock values.   Investors hope to ideally buy stock at its lowest value that day,sell it later that day at its peak value, and earn the difference.  Day traders do not care as much about what company they are buying stock  in, only on that stock’s potential for growth that day.   There are many subtle strategies to day trading, along with a keen sense for stocks that are about to gain value, that make an investor successful.   Because  of  the  rapid  pace  of  day  trading,  it  has  a  notorious  reputation  for huge returns, as well as huge losses.  Many single investors make millions of dollars per year solely with a day  trading strategy,  though this kind of return requires an experienced  investor willing  to  take  significant  risks.   Day  trading  can be  so  risky that,  with  a  series  of  poor  decisions,  an  investor  can  loose  their  entire  working capital in one day.   





  Swing Trading is the strategy of trading at the peaks of price oscillation over a period of a few days or weeks.   This strategy is more involved than Day Trading, requiring  an  investor  with  a  watchfuleye  and  a  thorough  understanding  of  the company they are investing in.  The investor must determine when the best time to sell and buy a stock is, based on recent fluctuation activity, news, and the investor’s intuition.    Swing  trading  involves  research  into  different  markets,  and  into  what makes  investors  excited  about  a  company.    In  the  case  of  Apple,  investors  are excited  by  new product  releases  and  tech‐related  conferences  that  showcase new Apple  technologies.   Usually  these events will have a direct  impact on  the price of Apple stock.   An investor can utilize the events’  impacts to make a profit.   A swing trader must be able to anticipate the changes of upcoming and current events to the price  of  a  stock,  and  employ  that  information  to  make  educated  purchasing decisions.   











  Apple Inc. designs, manufactures, and markets personal computers, portable music players,  and cell phones  [3].   They also sell  a variety of  software,  computer accessories, and computer training services.   Since its inception in 1977, Apple has 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Microsoft  Corp.  designs,  produces,  and markets  the Windows  operating  system,  a library of consumer software titles, video‐game consoles, consumer electronics, and a  modest  computer  peripheral  selection.    Bill  Gates,  among  others,  founded 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 NVIDIA  Corp.  designs  graphics  processing  units  for  personal  computers, workstations,  and  video‐game  consoles.    NVIDIA  was  founded  in  1993  as  a competitor to the popular 3dfx brand graphics cards that dominated the computer graphics  market  of  the  mid‐to‐late  1990’s.    In  2000,  NVIDIA  acquired  3dfx  and became one of the top graphics card manufacturers along with rival ATI.  NVIDIA’s 
GeForce chipset line has been very successful in the consumer graphics card market, outselling  competitive  ATI  models.    NVIDIA’s  Quadro  series  is  popular  with computer aided design (CAD) workstations and professional graphics applications.  NVIDIA  continues  to  push  the  boundaries  of  computer  graphics,  creating  some  of the most advanced graphics processors in the world.  Their bleeding‐edge consumer 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 Intel is the world’s most profitable computer processor manufacturer.   Intel was  founded  in  1968,  and  has  been  a  leading  pioneer  in  computer  hardware development.  Their “Intel Inside” marketing campaign in the 1990’s has made them a  household  name.    Intel’s Pentium  brand  processors  continue  to  be  some  of  the most powerful consumer processors available.  Apple computers transitioned from the  in‐house  developed  “PowerPC”  processor  to  Intel’s  “Core  2  Duo”  line  of processors in 2005, adding to Intel’s already strong laptop processor market share.  Intel  also  manufactures  flash  memory  used  in  USB  thumb  drives  and  computer solid‐state  disk  drives.    Despite  declined  sales  due  to  the  recent  economic  crisis, 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 This first week begins on Wednesday, June 17th and ends on Friday, June 26th.  I  combined  the  first  half  a  week  with  the  first  full  week,  because  I  didnot  have sufficient data to comment on for the first half week.   




Date Symbol buy/sell  Price  Shares 
 Net 





06/17/09 AAPL buy 
 
$135.58  100  $13,568.00    86,432.00  
 
06/19/09 AAPL  sell 
 
$138.66  100  $13,856.00  288.00   25,278.50  288.00   
 
Figure 20: Apple Inc. (NASDAQ:AAPL) Price Chart (June 9 ­ June 19, 2009) 
I purchased Microsoft stock on Wednesday, June 17thbecause of the launch of Microsoft’s  new  Bing  search  service.    News  of  this  new  launch  has  instilled confidence  in  investors and therefore caused a  jump  in  the stock value.   Microsoft stock has shown somewhat stagnant growth, possibly due to the  lack of consumer interest  in  their  new  Vista  operating  system.    Despite  this,  Microsoft  stock  price oscillates quite a bit, presenting the possibility of steady profit.  I bought 200 shares 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of Microsoft  stock  at  $23.68.    Despite  the  launch  of  their  new  search  service,  the value of Microsoft stock declined.  I waited for a relative spike in price and sold half of my Microsoft stock on Tuesday the 24th for a loss of $20.00. 
Table 2: MSFT Transactions  (June 17 – June 26, 2009) 








06/17/09 MSFT buy $23.68 200 $4,746.00  81,686.00  
06/23/09 MSFT sell $23.63 100 $2,353.00 (20.00) 48,258.50 160.00 
06/25/09 MSFT sell $23.67 100 $2,357.00 (16.00) 101,779.20 1,742.20  







Date Symbol buy/sell  Price  Shares 
 Net 





06/17/09 GOOG buy 
 
$415.16  75  $31,147.00    21,726.50   
06/19/09 GOOG sell 
 
$418.28  75  $31,361.00  214.00   56,639.50  502.00  
06/22/09 GOOG buy 
 
$405.30  75  $30,407.50    42,353.50   
06/24/09 GOOG sell 
 
$410.30  75  $30,762.50  355.00   83,809.00  1,127.00   
 
Figure 21: Google Inc. (NASDAQ:GOOG) Price Chart (June 14 ­ June 24, 2009) 













Date Symbol buy/sell  Price  Shares 
 Net 





06/17/09 INTC buy  $16.14  400  $6,466.00    75,220.00   
06/17/09 NVDA buy  $11.28  200  $2,266.00    72,954.00   
06/17/09 ERTS buy  $20.83  200  $4,176.00    68,778.00   
06/17/09 YHOO buy  $15.60  400  $6,250.00    15,512.50   
06/17/09 AMD buy  $4.08  1,000  $4,090.00    11,422.50   
06/23/09 AMD sell  $3.52  1000  $3,510.00  (580.00)  45,863.50  175.00  
06/23/09 ERTS sell  $20.44  200  $4,078.00  (98.00)  53,046.50  772.00  
06/24/09 INTC sell  $16.19  400  $6,466.00  0.00   90,275.00  1,127.00  
06/24/09 YHOO sell  $15.28  400  $6,102.00  (148.00)  96,517.00  1,119.00  
06/24/09 NVDA sell  $10.93  200  $2,176.00  (90.00)  98,693.00  1,029.00   






Date Symbol buy/sell  Price  Shares 
 Net 





06/24/09 GOOG buy 
 
$409.00  200  $81,810.00    16,963.00   
06/24/09 GOOG buy 
 
$407.67  40  $16,316.80    646.20   
06/24/09 GOOG sell 
 
$408.05  40  $16,312.00  (4.80)  16,958.20  1,104.20  
06/24/09 GOOG  sell 
 








Date Symbol buy/sell  Price  Shares 
 Net 





06/29/09 RTN sell  $44.56  1000  $44,550.00  (70.00)  46,704.20  2,177.20  
07/02/09 GOOG buy 
 
$409.66  50  $20,493.00    82,183.20   
07/02/09 AAPL buy 
 
$140.35  300  $42,115.00    40,068.20   
07/02/09 RTN buy  $43.28  500  $21,650.00    18,418.20   
07/03/09 GOOG sell 
 
$408.49  50  $20,414.50  (78.50)  38,832.70  2,560.70  
07/03/09 RTN sell  $43.01  500  $21,495.00  (155.00)  60,327.70  2,405.70  
07/03/09 AAPL sell 
 
$140.02  300  $41,996.00  (119.00) 
 
102,323.70  2,286.70   
 




  The market rose early in the week, and declined towards the end of the week, however Google stock continued to rise consistently throughout the week.  I bought 100  shares  of  it  the morning  of  Tuesday,  July  7th  for  $40,175.00  at  $401.65  per share.    I  also  bought  300  shares  of  Apple  stock  at    $136.99  per  share,  totaling $41.107, and 950 shares of Microsoft stock at $22.54, totaling $21,689.00.   
Table 7: AAPL, GOOG, MSFT Transactions (July 7, 2009) 







07/07/09 AAPL buy 
 
$136.99  300  $41,107.00    62,419.70   
07/07/09 GOOG buy 
 
$401.65  100  $40,175.00    22,244.70   
07/07/09 MSFT buy  $22.82  950  $21,689.00    555.70    











07/09/09 MSFT sell  $22.54  950  $21,403.00  (286.00)  21,958.70  3,203.70  
07/09/09 AAPL sell 
 
$137.14  300  $41,132.00  25.00   63,090.70  3,228.70  
07/09/09 GOOG sell 
 
$413.92  100  $41,382.00  1,207.00  
 
104,472.70  4,435.70   
 
Figure 23: Google Inc. (NASDAQ:GOOG) Price Chart (June 30­ July 10, 2009) 







Date Symbol buy/sell  Price  Shares 
 Net 





07/15/09 AAPL  buy 
 
$145.13  300  $43,549.00    62,250.70   
07/15/09 NOVL buy  $4.37  13000  $56,820.00    5,430.70    




Date Symbol buy/sell  Price  Shares 
 Net 





07/16/09 NOVL sell  $4.55  13000  $59,140.00  2,320.00   64,570.70  8,082.70  
07/16/09 AAPL sell 
 
$146.54  300  $43,952.00  403.00   72,232.70  8,485.70   
I bought 100 shares of Google stock on Friday the 17that  $429.61 for a total investment  of  $42,971.00.    I  decided  to  purchase  Google  stock  because  of  my profitable  past  investments  in  it  and  because  it  had  temporarily  fallen  in  price.    I sold it the morning of Monday July 20that $431.96 for a net profit of $215.00.   
Table 11: GOOG Transactions (July 17, 2009) 
Date Symbol buy/sell  Price  Shares 
 Net 





07/17/09 GOOG buy 
 
$429.61  100  $42,971.00    65,135.70   
07/20/09 GOOG sell 
 
$431.96  100  $43,186.00  215.00  
 
109,001.70  8,964.70   





  Swing trading was difficult, though it required less constant attention to the market’s movement than other strategies, such as day trading.   My most profitable swing  trading  investments  involved  research  into  current  events  and announcements  regarding  companies  I was  investing  in.    Knowing  generally  how investors  would  react  to  different  events  helped  me  anticipate  movement  in  the market.   
  One of my more successful investments was with Google.  I had a fairly good history  investing  in  Google,  and  I  was  confident  that  the  announcement  of  their proposed  operating  system  would  instill  confidence  in  investors.    I  purchased approximately $40,000 of Google  stocks on  July 7thas  the announcement  surfaced, and watched  the  price  jump up  $4.    I  sold  the  stock  at  the  height  of  the  hype  for Google’s new operating system, and made over $1000.   





  For  the  day  trading  aspect  of my  simulation,  I  relied  on Google  Finance  to track changes in the stock market and show stocks that have changed significantly during that day.  The site features a list of stocks ordered by the highest percentage fluctuation.    I used  this  to  find stocks whose values were accelerating rapidly  that day.  I paid little attention to the companies I was investing in, focusing on nothing other  than  the  stock  value’s  movement.    My  strategy  was  strictly  focused  on numbers. 
The first investment I made was in CommScope Inc (NYSE:CTV) on Tuesday, June 23rd.  I bought 300 shares at $23.81 because of CTV’s rapid price acceleration.  I sold the 300 shares approximately 1 hour later when I saw the price start to level off for $24.00 a share, making a net profit of $212.00.   The second investment I made was in CSX Corporation (NYSE:CSX), also on Tuesday.  I bought 100 shares at $32.00 and sold them about an hour later because I saw CSX’s acceleration.   I sold all 100 shares at $32.25 for a net profit of $5.00.   
Table 12: CTV, CSX Transactions (June 23, 2009) 
Date Symbol buy/sell  Price  Shares 
 Net 





06/23/09 CTV buy  $23.81  300  $7,153.00     38,710.50    
06/23/09 CSX buy  $32.00  100  $3,210.00     35,500.50    
06/23/09 CTV sell  $24.00  300  $7,190.00  37.00   42,690.50  212.00  
06/23/09 CSX sell  $32.25  100  $3,215.00  5.00   45,905.50  180.00  
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That same day,  June 23rd,  I bought and sold Ford Motor Company (NYSE:F) stock  very  aggressively.    I  chose  to  invest  in  Ford  because  of  its  low  cost,  and somewhat  regular  price  fluctuation.   My  first  investment was  a  purchase  of  1000 shares at $5.49.    I quickly realized  that  this would not yield a sizeable return, so  I bought 4000 more shares at the same price, bringing my investment to 5000 shares totaling  $27,470  (including  trading  fees).    I  closely monitored  the  stock price  and sold  my  5000  shares  a  few  minutes  later  when  the  price  rose  to  $5.53.    This transaction yielded a net profit of $170.  A few minutes later, when the price took a small dip, I bought 8000 more shares at $5.52 per share.  I sold them minutes later at $5.59, yielding a net profit of $540.00.  These investments showed me the value of somewhat  regular  price  fluctuation  in  profitable  day  trading.    These  two investments  also  showed me  that  the  dollar  amount  fluctuation  wasn’t  nearly  as important as the percent fluctuation in determining a stock’s profitability.   
Table 13: F Transactions (June 23, 2009) 
Date Symbol buy/sell  Price  Shares 
 Net 





06/23/09 F buy  $5.49  1000  $5,500.00     42,758.50    
06/23/09 F buy  $5.49  4000  $21,970.00     20,788.50    
06/23/09 F sell  $5.53  5000  $27,640.00  170.00   48,428.50  330.00  
06/23/09 F buy  $5.52  8000  $44,170.00     4,258.50    





  On  Thursday  the  25th  I  bought  Red  Hat  Inc.  (NYSE:RHT)  stock  and  Teck Resources Limited (NYSE: TCK) stock because of their movement that day.  I bought 2000  shares of Red Hat  and 1000  shares of TCK  totaling nearly  $37,000.00 and a little  over  $15,000.00  respectively.    I  sold  these  stocks  a  few  hours  later  as  their prices peaked for a total profit of $760. 
Table 14: RHT, TCK Transactions (June 25, 2009) 
Date Symbol buy/sell  Price  Shares 
 Net 





06/25/09 RHT buy  $18.47  2000  $36,950.00     61,712.20    
06/25/09 TCK buy  $15.46  1000  $15,470.00     46,242.20    
06/25/09 RHT sell  $18.81  2000  $37,610.00  660.00   83,852.20  1,658.20  
06/25/09 TCK sell  $15.58  1000  $15,570.00  100.00   99,422.20  1,758.20   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On Friday  the 26th,  I watched  the price of Google  stock  rise dramatically.    I bought 100 shares at $415.67 and sold it several hours later for $422.02 for a gain of $615.00.    I  also  bought  Yahoo  stock hoping  that  the  price would  continue  to  rise.  The price of Yahoo stock leveled out after I bought it, however I managed to make a meager profit of $40.00.  I also bought 1000 shares of Microsoft stock.  Despite my expectations  that  it  would  rise,  the  price  of  Microsoft  stock  hovered  around  the same  price, with  a  slight  downward  trend.    I  cut my  losses  at  $150.00,  selling  all 1000 shares. 
Table 15: GOOG, YHOO, MSFT Transactions (June 26, 2009) 
Date Symbol buy/sell  Price  Shares 
 Net 





06/26/09 GOOG buy 
 
$415.67  100  $41,577.00     60,202.20    
06/26/09 YHOO buy  $15.62  1000  $15,630.00     44,572.20    
06/26/09 MSFT buy  $23.55  1000  $23,560.00     21,012.20    
06/26/09 MSFT sell  $23.42  1000  $23,410.00  (150.00)  44,422.20  1,592.20  
06/26/09 GOOG sell 
 
$422.02  100  $42,192.00  615.00   86,614.20  2,207.20  
06/26/09 YHOO sell  $15.68  1000  $15,670.00  40.00  
 






I bought 7500 shares of Rockwell Medical Technologies Inc. (NASDAQ:RMTI) stock  Monday,  June  29th  for  $7.40,  after  its  price  fell  dramatically  in  overnight trading.  I saw the price trend rebounding, and I thought I’d take my chances.  I sold it  later  in  the  day,  after  realizing  that  the  rebound  wasn’t  as  dramatic  as  I anticipated.  I sold the stock for $7.42 per share, making a net profit of $130.00. 
Table 16: RMTI Transactions (June 29, 2009) 







06/29/09 RMTI buy  $7.40  7500  $55,510.00     2,154.20    
06/29/09 RMTI sell  $7.42  7500  $55,640.00  130.00  
 




There  weren’t  many  good  options  for  day  trading  this  week.    Only  a  few sparse stocks were profitable, and finding them was difficult.  I bought 100 shares of Google  stock  Thursday,  July  1stfor  $421.50,  hoping  to  profit  off  the  normal oscillation of its price.  I sold about 25 minutes later at $425.02, as my confidence in it going much higher was very slim.  My conservative decisions paid off, making me a net profit of $332.00 as the price of Google tumbled.   
Table 17: GOOG Transactions (July 1, 2009) 







07/01/09 GOOG buy 
 
$421.50  100  $42,160.00     60,184.20    
07/01/09 GOOG sell 
 
$425.02  100  $42,492.00  332.00  
 
102,676.20  2,639.20   
This  week  has  shown me  that  day  trading  is  one  of  the  only  options  in  a downward‐trending market, and that finding a profitable stock is difficult.  I forced 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myself  to  back  out  of  any  investment  that  lost me more  than  $100  or  gained me more than $200, as I had little room for experimentation.  I found stocks that were significantly lower than usual, and anticipated their rebounds.  I was forced to play it smart, and not get too greedy.   
 
4.4.3 Week 3: July 6 – July 10, 2009 







Date Symbol buy/sell  Price  Shares 
 Net 





07/06/09 GOOG buy 
 
$403.81  100  $40,391.00     61,932.70    
07/06/09 AAPL buy 
 
$136.40  300  $40,930.00     21,002.70    
07/06/09 AAPL sell 
 
$138.61  300  $41,573.00  643.00   62,575.70  2,929.70  
07/06/09 GOOG sell 
 
$409.61  100  $40,951.00  560.00  
 
103,526.70  3,489.70   
 
Figure 26: Apple Inc. (NASDAQ:AAPL) Price Chart (June 30 ­ July 10, 2009) 




Date Symbol buy/sell  Price  Shares 
 Net 





07/10/09 NOVL buy  $4.21  20000  $84,210.00     20,262.70    
07/10/09 NOVL sell  $4.26  20000  $85,190.00  980.00  
 





  I began buying this week on Tuesday,  July14thwith 300 shares of Apple and 3000  shares  of  Oracle(NASDAQ:ORCL).    I  invested  the  $42,490.00  in  Apple  at $141.60 per share, while my Oracle investment totaled $61,540 at $20.51 per share. 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I  watched  the market  rise  Tuesday,  and  noticed  a  slight  peaking  tendency  in  the prices of both Apple and Oracle toward the end of the day.   I was unsure as to how consistent the market’s rise would be so I decided to sell both my Apple and Oracle stocks.   
 
Table 20: ORCL, AAPL Transactions (July 14, 2009) 
Date Symbol buy/sell  Price  Shares 
 Net 





07/14/09 ORCL buy  $20.51  3000  $61,540.00     43,912.70    
07/14/09 AAPL buy 
 
$141.60  300  $42,490.00     1,422.70    
07/14/09 ORCL sell  $20.58  3000  $61,730.00  190.00   63,152.70  5,605.70  
07/14/09 AAPL sell 
 
$142.19  300  $42,647.00  157.00  
 
105,799.70  5,762.70   




Date Symbol buy/sell  Price  Shares 
 Net 





07/16/09 INTC buy  $18.14  2000  $36,290.00     28,280.70    
07/16/09 GOOG buy 
 
$438.63  100  $43,873.00     28,359.70    
07/16/09 INTC sell  $18.03  2000  $36,050.00  (240.00)  64,409.70  8,245.70  
07/16/09 GOOG sell 
 
$437.07  100  $43,697.00  (176.00) 
 
108,106.70  8,069.70   
 
Figure 28: Google Inc. (NASDAQ:GOOG) Price Chart (July 7 ­ July 17, 2009) 




Date Symbol buy/sell  Price  Shares 
 Net 





07/17/09 F buy  $6.06  10000  $60,610.00     4,525.70    
07/17/09 F sell  $6.13  10000  $61,290.00  680.00   65,815.70  8,749.70   
 
4.4.5 Summary 
  Overall, my day trading experience was especially profitable.  High‐risk, high‐cost investments were the most profitable.  I used a numbers‐only approach to day trading.    I  focused  only  on  significant  fluctuations  in  price,  and  anticipated  future changes by observing  the overall  trend of  the  stock  that day  in  the  context  of  the stock’s recent history.   
  My  most  successful  day  trading  investments  were  towards  the  afternoon, involving  significant  investments  that  relied  on  small  fluctuations  in  price (sometimes only a few cents in change).  I began the experiment with a tendency to hold on to stocks as their price went up, hoping for a huge profit.  This did not work as well as I anticipated, as many stocks would rise briefly, and then fall lower than the price I paid for them, resulting in a loss.  I abandoned this idea and began selling stocks as soon as I could make a sizeable profit, usually anything over $200, or when the price began to show the smallest hint of falling again.  If the stock I was investing 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in fell to the point where I would loose more than $100, I sold it with the intention of minimizing  potential  losses.    This  more  conservative  method  was  much  more reliable and sustainable,  though I did not make the maximum possible profit  from my investments.  I find that this strategy is most applicable to personal investments, and causes minimal stress on the investor.   











  My investment simulation was successful both financially and in exposing the most  important  aspects  of  both  swing  trading  and  day  trading.    I  began  this experiment with little knowledge of how to successfully invest in the stock market, nor what  factors  influence  the market’s  constant  change.    I  exceeded my  financial goal of $4,000, making $9,001.70  in net profit.   Through a  few mistakes and some experimentation, I was able to define the fundamentals of successful investing.   
  I found that day trading was the easiest strategy for someone new to trading stocks.   My day trading rules were simple, yet  following them yielded a consistent profit.    I  discovered  that  successful  day  trading  involves  making  relatively conservative decisions, and not being overly greedy.   My worst investments in day trading were the result of my attempts at selling for a maximum profit.   I set a few rules to help me decide when to buy and sell stocks, and not following them led me to avoidable  losses.    I  sold stocks  that either made me more  than $200 or  lost me more than $100, and looked only at the price change, and the potential for growth that day.  When I followed these simple rules, I was consistently profitable. 
  Swing trading was less profitable during my 4‐week simulation, however it is a  viable  opportunity  for  personal  investors.    Researching  the  companies  I  was investing  in  helped  tremendously  in  anticipating  the  future  value  of  stocks.  Knowing what causes other  investors  to buy or sell a  stock, and anticipating  their actions  is  also pivotal  to  success  in  swing  trading.   When  I was  able  to  anticipate 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events  that  caused  the  value  of  the  stock  to  fluctuate  significantly,  I  was  able  to make a profitable investment. 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Date Symbol buy/sell  Price  Shares 
 Net 





06/17/09 AAPL buy 
 
$135.58  100  $13,568.00    86,432.00  
 
06/17/09 MSFT buy  $23.68  200  $4,746.00    81,686.00   
06/17/09 INTC buy  $16.14  400  $6,466.00    75,220.00   
06/17/09 NVDA buy  $11.28  200  $2,266.00    72,954.00   
06/17/09 ERTS buy  $20.83  200  $4,176.00    68,778.00   
06/17/09 RTN buy  $45.31  350  $15,868.50    52,909.50   
06/17/09 GOOG buy 
 
$415.16  75  $31,147.00    21,726.50   
06/17/09 YHOO buy  $15.60  400  $6,250.00    15,512.50   
06/17/09 AMD buy  $4.08  1,000  $4,090.00    11,422.50   
06/19/09 AAPL  sell 
 
$138.66  100  $13,856.00  288.00   25,278.50  288.00  
06/19/09 GOOG sell 
 
$418.28  75  $31,361.00  214.00   56,639.50  502.00  
06/19/09 RTN sell  $46.09  350  $16,121.50  253.00   72,761.00  755.00  
06/22/09 GOOG buy 
 
$405.30  75  $30,407.50    42,353.50   
06/23/09 AMD sell  $3.52  1000  $3,510.00  (580.00)  45,863.50  175.00  
06/23/09 CTV buy  $23.81  300  $7,153.00     38,710.50    
06/23/09 CSX buy  $32.00  100  $3,210.00     35,500.50    
06/23/09 CTV sell  $24.00  300  $7,190.00  37.00   42,690.50  212.00  
06/23/09 CSX sell  $32.25  100  $3,215.00  5.00   45,905.50  180.00  
06/23/09 MSFT sell  $23.63  100  $2,353.00  (20.00)  48,258.50  160.00  
06/23/09 F buy  $5.49  1000  $5,500.00     42,758.50    
06/23/09 F buy  $5.49  4000  $21,970.00     20,788.50    
06/23/09 F sell  $5.53  5000  $27,640.00  170.00   48,428.50  330.00  
06/23/09 F buy  $5.52  8000  $44,170.00     4,258.50    
  60 
06/23/09 F sell  $5.59  8000  $44,710.00  540.00   48,968.50  870.00  
06/23/09 ERTS sell  $20.44  200  $4,078.00  (98.00)  53,046.50  772.00  
06/24/09 GOOG sell 
 
$410.30  75  $30,762.50  355.00   83,809.00  1,127.00  
06/24/09 INTC sell  $16.19  400  $6,466.00  0.00   90,275.00  1,127.00  
06/24/09 AM buy  $8.94  1000  $8,950.00     81,325.00    
06/24/09 MGM buy  $6.71  1000  $6,720.00     74,605.00    
06/24/09 MGM sell  $6.69  1000  $6,680.00  (40.00)  81,285.00  1,087.00  
06/24/09 AM sell  $9.14  1000  $9,130.00  180.00   90,415.00  1,267.00  
06/24/09 YHOO sell  $15.28  400  $6,102.00  (148.00)  96,517.00  1,119.00  
06/24/09 NVDA sell  $10.93  200  $2,176.00  (90.00)  98,693.00  1,029.00  
06/24/09 HLIT buy  $5.59  10000  $55,910.00     42,783.00    
06/24/09 HLIT sell  $5.60  10000  $55,990.00  80.00   98,773.00  1,109.00  
06/24/09 GOOG buy 
 
$409.00  200  $81,810.00    16,963.00   
06/24/09 GOOG buy 
 
$407.67  40  $16,316.80    646.20   
06/24/09 GOOG sell 
 
$408.05  40  $16,312.00  (4.80)  16,958.20  1,104.20  
06/24/09 GOOG  sell 
 
$408.57  200  $81,704.00  (106.00)  98,662.20  998.20  
06/25/09 RHT buy  $18.47  2000  $36,950.00     61,712.20    
06/25/09 TCK buy  $15.46  1000  $15,470.00     46,242.20    
06/25/09 RHT sell  $18.81  2000  $37,610.00  660.00   83,852.20  1,658.20  
06/25/09 TCK sell  $15.58  1000  $15,570.00  100.00   99,422.20  1,758.20  
06/25/09 MSFT sell  $23.67  100  $2,357.00  (16.00) 
 
101,779.20  1,742.20  
06/26/09 GOOG buy 
 
$415.67  100  $41,577.00     60,202.20    
06/26/09 YHOO buy  $15.62  1000  $15,630.00     44,572.20    
06/26/09 MSFT buy  $23.55  1000  $23,560.00     21,012.20    
06/26/09 MSFT sell  $23.42  1000  $23,410.00  (150.00)  44,422.20  1,592.20  
06/26/09 GOOG sell 
 
$422.02  100  $42,192.00  615.00   86,614.20  2,207.20  
  61 
06/26/09 YHOO sell  $15.68  1000  $15,670.00  40.00  
 
102,284.20  2,247.20  
06/26/09 RTN buy  $44.61  1000  $44,620.00    57,664.20   
06/29/09 RMTI buy  $7.40  7500  $55,510.00     2,154.20    
06/29/09 RTN sell  $44.56  1000  $44,550.00  (70.00)  46,704.20  2,177.20  
06/29/09 RMTI sell  $7.42  7500  $55,640.00  130.00  
 
102,344.20  2,307.20  
07/01/09 GOOG buy 
 
$421.50  100  $42,160.00     60,184.20    
07/01/09 GOOG sell 
 
$425.02  100  $42,492.00  332.00  
 
102,676.20  2,639.20  
07/02/09 GOOG buy 
 
$409.66  50  $20,493.00    82,183.20   
07/02/09 AAPL buy 
 
$140.35  300  $42,115.00    40,068.20   
07/02/09 RTN buy  $43.28  500  $21,650.00    18,418.20   
07/03/09 GOOG sell 
 
$408.49  50  $20,414.50  (78.50)  38,832.70  2,560.70  
07/03/09 RTN sell  $43.01  500  $21,495.00  (155.00)  60,327.70  2,405.70  
07/03/09 AAPL sell 
 
$140.02  300  $41,996.00  (119.00) 
 
102,323.70  2,286.70  
07/06/09 GOOG buy 
 
$403.81  100  $40,391.00     61,932.70    
07/06/09 AAPL buy 
 
$136.40  300  $40,930.00     21,002.70    
07/06/09 AAPL sell 
 
$138.61  300  $41,573.00  643.00   62,575.70  2,929.70  
07/06/09 GOOG sell 
 
$409.61  100  $40,951.00  560.00  
 
103,526.70  3,489.70  
07/07/09 AAPL buy 
 
$136.99  300  $41,107.00    62,419.70   
07/07/09 GOOG buy 
 
$401.65  100  $40,175.00    22,244.70   
07/07/09 MSFT buy  $22.82  950  $21,689.00    555.70   
  62 
07/09/09 MSFT sell  $22.54  950  $21,403.00  (286.00)  21,958.70  3,203.70  
07/09/09 AAPL sell 
 
$137.14  300  $41,132.00  25.00   63,090.70  3,228.70  
07/09/09 GOOG sell 
 
$413.92  100  $41,382.00  1,207.00  
 
104,472.70  4,435.70  
07/10/09 NOVL buy  $4.21  20000  $84,210.00     20,262.70    
07/10/09 NOVL sell  $4.26  20000  $85,190.00  980.00  
 
105,452.70  5,415.70  
07/14/09 ORCL buy  $20.51  3000  $61,540.00     43,912.70    
07/14/09 AAPL buy 
 
$141.60  300  $42,490.00     1,422.70    
07/14/09 ORCL sell  $20.58  3000  $61,730.00  190.00   63,152.70  5,605.70  
07/14/09 AAPL sell 
 
$142.19  300  $42,647.00  157.00  
 
105,799.70  5,762.70  
07/15/09 AAPL  buy 
 
$145.13  300  $43,549.00    62,250.70   
07/15/09 NOVL buy  $4.37  13000  $56,820.00    5,430.70   
07/16/09 NOVL sell  $4.55  13000  $59,140.00  2,320.00   64,570.70  8,082.70  
07/16/09 INTC buy  $18.14  2000  $36,290.00     28,280.70    
07/16/09 AAPL sell 
 
$146.54  300  $43,952.00  403.00   72,232.70  8,485.70  
07/16/09 GOOG buy 
 
$438.63  100  $43,873.00     28,359.70    
07/16/09 INTC sell  $18.03  2000  $36,050.00  (240.00)  64,409.70  8,245.70  
07/16/09 GOOG sell 
 
$437.07  100  $43,697.00  (176.00) 
 
108,106.70  8,069.70  
07/17/09 GOOG buy 
 
$429.61  100  $42,971.00    65,135.70   
07/17/09 F buy  $6.06  10000  $60,610.00     4,525.70    
07/17/09 F sell  $6.13  10000  $61,290.00  680.00   65,815.70  8,749.70  
07/20/09 GOOG sell 
 
$431.96  100  $43,186.00  215.00  
 
109,001.70  8,964.70   
